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Learn all about the strange goings on in Cotton Tree Village with these four traditional tales from
the Caribbean, beautifully told here by award-winning authors, John Agard and Grace
Nichols.Emerald/Band 15 books provide a widening range of genres including science fiction
and biography, prompting more ways to respond to texts.Text type: Traditional tales from another
cultureCurriculum links: English: fairy stories, myths and legends; books from other cultures and
traditionsThis book has been quizzed for Accelerated Reader.

About the AuthorCollins UK is a leading information-led publisher of illustrated and narrative
nonfiction. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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Lagahoo, Go Get You!by John Agard A lagahoo was an ordinary man by day but
anextraordinary man by night. For then, a lagahoo would change himself into a wolf and go
around eating humankind, even little humankind, namely children.But had anyone from Silk
Cotton Tree village actually seen a lagahoo? After all, that’s how Silk Cotton Tree village got
its name in the first place. People were always seeing things. It all started with that silk cotton
tree that grew inthe middle of the village. Two French engineers were about to cut it down in
order to build a road. But after one strike from their axes, they both dropped dead on the
spot.They’d taken no notice of the islanders’ warning that the silk cotton tree was the home of
ghosts, duppies and jumbies – call them whatever you please.Hurt and angry with humankind
for daring to chop it,the silk cotton tree released some spookies,including Lagahoo, the wolf
man, to haunt the island.But could it be true that your own grandpapa was a lagahoo?

This was a question Lil Piece wanted to ask his grandpapa, who was the shoemaker of Silk
Cotton Tree island. Lil Piece wasn’t his real name but his nickname, for he was very small for his
age.Of course, Lil Piece couldn’t very well come right out and say, “Grandpapa, is true you’re a
lagahoo?” So Lil Piece introduced the subject gently. “Grandpapa, I read in a big book at
school how lagahoo comes from loup garou, the French word for werewolf ... ” “Boy, mind all dat
reading ’bout the werewolf don’t turn you into a lagahoo,” was all Grandpapa said before carrying
on with his work.“Boy, what wrong? Why you looking at me like dat?”Then Lil Piece came out
with what was really troubling his mind.“Grandpapa, Bully-Boy at school say how you is
shoemaker by day and lagahoo by night. Is true?”Instead of looking shocked or upset,
Grandpapa burst into one big belly laugh. “Me? Lagahoo? Well, boy, today you sweeten me with
a sweet-sweet joke! How did Bully-Boy come up with a tale like dat?”

Lil Piece said that Bully-Boy’s father was the village milkman.He’d never forgiven Lil Piece’s
grandpapa for accusing him ofdiluting his customers’ milk with water.“I shoulda guessed,” Lil
Piece’s grandpapa said. “I shouldaguessed dat nobody but Bully-Boy’s daddy would spreada
rumour like dat. So I is a lagahoo? Very well, if I is a lagahoo,I is a lagahoo.”When his grandpapa
explained what he hadin mind, Lil Piece could only smile at his grandpapa’s love of playing
pranks. It would be their little secret. Nobody, not even Lil Piece’smother and father, must
knowthat Grandpapa was aboutto make a pair of wolf heads.One for himself; one forhis
grandson. Since Grandpapa had designed many carnival costumes (three times in a row he’d
won the Silk Cotton Tree Mask-Man trophy), he soon knocked together a pair of wolf heads. He
used the trimmed white of yuca for long scary fangs and two cherry-bright cricket balls for
staring eyes.“Lagahoo Senior and Lagahoo Junior,” Lil Piece laughed.That very night, outside



the gate of Bully-Boy’s big white house, Lil Piece and his grandpapa gave the performance of
their lives.It was so spine-chilling, the moon herself couldn’t ask fora better pair of howlers.

Bully-Boy and his father appeared on the veranda, trembling.Scared to their wits’ ends, their
faces were a whiter shade of coconut jelly.“Lagahoo!” the milkman screamed.He promptly
rushed back inside, double-locked the front door, and the same with the bedroom
door.Meanwhile, back at Grandpapa’s workshop, Lil Piece was in stitches. “Nice one,
Grandpapa, nice one.”

The following day, when Grandpapa asked the milkman, “How life treating you?” the milkman
admitted that he hadn’t slept a wink all night because of a visit from a lagahoo.“Two lagahoo in
fact. A big-man lagahoo and a half-size lagahoo. Now my poor son stares into space, mumbling,
‘lagahoo lagahoo’ to heself.”Grandpapa had to nudge Lil Piece who couldn’t keep hisgiggles
down.“Don’t you worry,” said Grandpapa to the milkman.Then Grandpapa, just for a laugh,
advised the milkman to take his pointer broom, made from the spines of palm leaf – the very
same broom that he used to sweep up the fowl dung from the front of his yard. “Make sure you
sleep with that broom near your pillow,” he said. “One smell, and quick-time, the lagahoo will
rush back to rest in the silk cotton tree.” The milkman thanked Grandpapa for the advice and
evenapologised for spreading the rumour that Grandpapa was himself a lagahoo.“Let bygones
be bygones,” Grandpapa said, as they shook hands. But truth, they say, is stranger than fiction.
That weekend, the village’s newspaper had a headline splashed big and bold:ONE OF THE
MILKMAN’S COWS FOUND DEAD!LAGAHOO SUSPECTED!According to the newspaper, the
police were puzzled that some blood taken from the scene of the crime had revealed traces
of both human and wolf. They asked people who’d seen the lagahoo to come forward.When Lil
Piece had finished reading the article, Grandpapa couldn’t believe his ears. Perhaps lagahoo
were real after all! He turned to Lil Piece and said, “Now you see why we does always warn
all you children: Lagahoo, go get you!”
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